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Abstract. In oceanographymuch attention has been paid to the influence of the scale factor
in diffusion processes.Recently the problem has been approached with the aid of a Fourier
spectrum representation of diffusible property, and by relating the diffusivity to the wavelength
parameter. This so-called 'integral diffusion concept' is now being improved by making allowance for the persistencein time of the turbulent eddies active in the diffusion. The resulting
mathematical discipline is also developedfrom a more axiomatic point of view.
1. Introduction.

Diffusion in a medium like

turbulence.By this we understandthat the turthe oceanis causedpredominantlyby turbulent bulent motionsfollow their own laws,not being
motion. The older theories of turbulent fluid mo-

tion were generallymodeledafter the analytical
descriptionof molecularviscosity.The problem
of turbulent shear flow, for instance,has been
treated by meansof a turbulent viscosity.This
viscositydoes not appear to be constant.The
introduction of the mixing length concept has
improved this mathematical description. The
analytical approach to turbulent fluid motion
problems,however,has never reachedthe stage
of a generaltheory.
In more recent investigationsthe application
of statisticalmethodshas gradually cometo the
fore. Increasing empirical knowledge by ever
more refinedmeasuringtechniques,and the de-

influencedby the variable concentrationof the
diffusate.Then the diffusionforms an essentially
linear problem, permitting us to proceed by
analytical methods, such as those inaugurated
by Kolmogoro# [1931].
Initially, turbulent diffusionwas treated by
the classicalFickian equation. The diffusion,
however,dependson the scaleof the predominant eddies. Since in different

situations

differ-

ent eddiesmay be dominating,the diffusivity
cannot be a constantas in Fick's conception.
Hence it has been attempted to make the turbulent diffusivity variable, depending,for instance, on the place, as has been done for
turbulent viscosityin shearflow.
mand for statistical evaluation of the measureThe exampleof stationary, homogeneous
turments,have stimulatedthe growingemphasison bulence,however,demonstrates
the inadequacy
statistics.
of suchan approach.Any characteristicof staThe incompletesuccessof analytical methods, tionary, homogeneous
turbulencemust be indeon the other hand, becomesmore understand- pendent of place and time. The samemust also
able when we consider that the mathematical
be true for the diffusivity,whereas,on the other
treatment of the basic equationsof fluid motion hand, a constantvalue for the.diffusivity ignores
(the Navier-Stokes equation, for example) is the scale effect.
complicatedby their nonlinear character.Yet
An ingeniouseffo.rtto solve the questionwas
these nonlinearities seem to be an essential
madeby Richardson[1926], who introducedthe
agencyin the generationof turbulance.
idea of neighbordiffusivity and postulatedhis
The situation is different in problems of neighbordiffusionequation.This conceptfulfils
turbulent diffusion, provided that we confine the requirementthat the diffusivity dependson
ourselves to diffusion in fields of autonomous
a scalemeasure,the neighborseparationparameter, and yet not on place and time. Therefore
• Based on a paper presentedat the International
the neighbor diffusion hypothesishas been a
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysics sponsored very useful instrument not only in meteorology
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geobut alsoin oceanography(cf. Stommel [1949]).
physicsand the International Union of Theoretical
Richardson'shypothesisneverthelesshas some
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961,
important
limitations, as we shall discussmore
in Marseilles, France.
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fully in section6. This may explain why in several more recent publicationsspace-and timedependentdiffusivitiesare still being used [Josephand Sendnet,1958; Ozmidow,1958].
Together with these more analytical treatments of turbulent diffusion,the statisticalinvestigation of diffusionprocessesis advancing.
From the statistical point of view, diffusivity
can be definedby the time variation of statistical parametersdescribinga cloud of diffusate.
An apparent diffusivity may, for instance,be

s(x-- p cosx, y-- psinx)
Then the transport will be

s(x-- p cosx, y--

psinx)w

in the directionX, with a component

s(x -- p cos7(, y -- p sinx)w cos7(
in the x direction.

Here it is assumedthat the diffusivetransport
dependson the instantaneousdistribution. Alderived from the time derivative of the variance
thoughthis is true in classicaldiffusion,it seems
of the radiusvector in the cloud [Frenkiel, 1953]. more questionablein the case here discussed.
In the presentinvestigationwe haveattempted For the time being,however,we ignorethe oba more analytical approach,usingFourier trans- jection.
formationsand exploitingthe linear character
To find the resulting transport u•, the above
of the diffusionproblem. Diffusivity is defined expressionhas to be averaged statistically for
by a spectrum function in such a way that all possibleeddies.Let w• dp/p be the statistic
classicaldiffusivity is includedas a specialcase. weight of the eddy with length p. We assume,
2. The integral diffusionconcept. Let us con- moreover,that all directionsX are equallyprobsiderthe diffusionof somephysicalproperty by able. Then
a two-dimensional,stationary,homogeneous,
and
isotropic turbulent field. Let the local concentration of the diffusatebe s(t, x, y). This should
be interpreted as a statistical average (see secßs(x -- p cosX, Y -- p sinx) cosX
(2)
tion 4). Let (u,, u•) denotethe vector of transport by turbulent diffusion.
where the weightedturbulent velocity
In the classical,Fickian theory of diffusion
O• • WW*
transport is definedby the local gradientof the
concentration:

is assumedto be a functionof p only.
Next we apply a Fourier transform to s'

The coefficientK is called the diffusivity.

This approachseemsjustifiedwhenthe paths
of the irregular diffusionmovementsare small
comparedwith the dimensionsof the cloud of
diffusate.The paths of molecularmovementusually satisfy this condition. In turbulent movement, however, the paths may be on such a
large scale that the transport should be supposedto dependnot somuch on the localgradi-

=LLdxdys(t,x,y)e-•'•(•+•
(3)
In a similar way transforms U, and U• can be
associatedwith u, and u•.
Then by putting

• •• d•
Z,(2•) (4)
•(•) = 2•W
p•(p)

ent of the concentration as on the distribution

of the concentration in a larger area. We can
then argue as follows:

Consideran 'eddy' characterizedby a length

measurep, engagedat the point (x, y). The
eddy is assumedto producea velocity w in a
directionat an angleX with the x axis.Then the
concentrationat (x, y) will incidentally deviate
from the statistic mean value s(x, y). We estimate this deviating value by

where J• denotes the Bessel function of the first

order, we can reduce (2) •o an involution integral from which follows an associatedequation for U,:

= -

s

= -

s

The equationfor U• has beensuppliedby analogy.

We arrive at similar equationsby applying

SYMPOSIUM

ON

TURBULENCE

the Fourier transformationto (1). Only K is
then a constant.

In molecular diffusionwe may supposethat
o•is large for very smallvaluesof p and negligibly small for values of p greater than a few
times the molecularfree path, say greater than
e. Then for (r • 1/e we have approximately

K(e) •

IN
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the wavelengthL -- 1/a [Groen, 1954], so that
the diffusivity becomesa function of a, as we
see by (5).
In the absence of an advective mean flow,
the transport equation in two dimensionstakes
the form

Os•_Ou• Ou,
0'-•
-•x+ • = q

dp w(p) = constant

so that we return to the classical diffusion con-

GEOPHYSICS

(9)

where q(t, x, y) is the rate at which diffusate
is releasedinto the field per unit time and per
unit area. Substitution frmn (5) yields

This will also hold good for turbulent diffusion when the prevailing eddiesare small compared with the dimensionsof the cloud of dif-

OS_
_]_
4•r•a•K(a)
S= Q(t,k' •)
Ot

(10)

fus•te.

where Q is associated with q by Fourier
The definition (2) which replaces(1) suggests transformation.
that K(a) be called the integral digusivity.
The definition of diffusivity here arrived at
To providea further interpretationof (5), we observeson the one hand the dependenceon
consider the inverse transformation
the scale of the turbulent eddies, whereas on

the otherhandthe diffusivityis independent

s(t, x, y)

--

of time and place, just as it should be in a
stationary, homogeneousfield.
When the turbulent field is no longer supposedto be isotropic,we have to assumethat
•oalsodependson the angleX: •o -- •o(p,X) --

dk
d•S(t,
k,tz)e
:•'•i(xx+•)
(6)

which, by introducingpolar coordinatesr, •oin
the xy plane and a, • in the h• plane, takes the
form

•(/j, •). Here /j -- p cosX and • -- p sin X.
The

contents of this section summarize

the

resultsof a previousreport [SchSn[eld,1959],

s(t,
r,•)=foada

which was communicated

to the IUGG

con-

gress at Helsinki in 1960.

ß

s(t,

.....

3. The time scale o[ integral diffusion. Now

we return to the objectionraised during the
When s is real, the complex function S(t, •r,
•-]-•r) is conjugateto S(t, (r, •), so that (7)
can be further

=

reduced to

derivation of (2). In this derivation we accounted for the finite length dimensionsof the

eddies.It is reasonable,however, to account
likewise for a finite delay in their diffusive action. Hence we amend (2) as follows:

lsl

ßcos/2w•r cos(•p -- •o)+ arg S)

(8)

Now cos(2 • a r cos (• -- •0) •- arg S) representsa periodicfunction in the xy plane in the
form of a 'wave,' with the crest lines normal to
the direction •o ---- •, and the wavelengthL ---1/a. Hence (8) expressesthe distribution s by
superpositionof sine waves with variable wave
number a and variable direction•.
If we considera wave with wave number a,
it is plausible that this wave is submitted predominantly to the diffusiveaction of eddieswith
dimensionsof the same order of magnitude as

I • •d•j•dv•j
p pfo•
r

Ux •

ß

ß-

•
- .)

(11)

It is to be expectedthat the time of delay • is
correlatedto the spaceshift p, but discussion
of this point of view will be postponeduntil
section 5.

We

introduce

a further

Fourier

transfo•

with respect to time, so that we obtain

S(•,
X,•)=ff••tS(t,
X,•)e
-•'•' (•)
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and similarly U,, U,, and Q. Then, by putting

c(f, x,

d•dvi •____
3`•
+ •3ye
4w%'•p

ff.

•o

ß

e

f:•f/•dkl
d•l
ßf:•df•
K(f,
X,•,fl,3`1,
•tl)S(fl,
3`1,
•tl)(17)

,

T

we arrive

at

2•rif S + 4•r2a-•K(f,
3`,p) S - q

(14)

instead of (10).
When there is an advective mean flow de-

finedby the vector (v•, v•), the transportequation becomes

as+
o (U'+ SV')
o (U,+ SV•)
O-••xx
+ •yy
-- q (15)
Then the Fourier transform (14) is amended
as follows:

2•ri/ S(/, 3`,•) + 4•r2o
'2K(I, 3`,•)S(/, 3,,•)

This means that in the diffusive transport in
waveswith a definitewavelength,direction,and
period there may be interferenceby waveswith
other wavelengths,etc.
We have here arrived by induction at what
we believe to be the most general Eulerian descriptionof the mean concentrationof diffusate
in an infinite

two-dimensional

turbulent

field.

Reduction to one dimension and extension to
three dimensions are obvious.

4. Deductive arguments. In the preceding

sectionswe have developedthe integral diffusion conceptby inductive arguments.A more
deductive approach is followed in this section.
The transport equation in a two-dimensional
continuous

Os+ 0

medium

is

+0
K.,\Ox•.
+ •yy•/
= q (18)

Here K• denotesthe moleculardiffusivity. The
flow vector (v•, v•) is assumedto be a function
of t, x, and y, and moreover of one or more
ßS(f -- fl, 3`-- 3`1,• -- •{-L1)
= Q(f, 3`,•) (16) statistic parameters,condensed
by the symbol
p:
v,
=
v•(t,
x,
y,
p).
where V• and V• are associatedwith v• and v•
We supposethat the concentrationof difby Fourier transformation.
fusate
doesnot affect the velocity field.
When the suppositionof stationary, homogeEven the smallest eddies in the turbulent
neous turbulence is dropped, we may assume
field, controlled by viscosity,are supposedto
that o• also dependson time and place: o• -•(t, x, y, r, •, V)-Let •2(f, X, •, r, •, 7) be the have such dimensionsthat a great number of
Fourier transform of o• with respect to t, x, moleculesis involved in a single eddy. The assumptionthat the mediumis continuousis then
and y, and let

-L

justified.
The mean flow can be definedby

o(t, y).f ap= f

Then the product KS in (16) has to be replaced by the involution integral

y,p) (19)

and a similar expressionfor •. Here the integrations are extended to the whole region of
possiblevaluesof the set of parametersp.
The distribution mus• also depend on the
statistic parameters' s - s(t, x, y, p). Averaging
with respec•to p yields the mean distribution •,
which was denotedby s in the precedingsection.

SYMPOSIUM

ON TURBULENCE

We assumethat all the diffusate present in
the field has been introduced by the releasing

IN
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Averaging (21) statisticallyyields

function q.

We applyFouriertransformations
with respect
to t, x, andy, sothat functionsS, V•, V•, and Q

ßB(/, X, •,/•, X•, •) Q(I•, x•, •)

are associatedwith s, v•, v.•,and q. We suppose
that the behavior of s, etc., for t = -t-•o and When this is inverted we obtain
r =

•o is such that the Fourier integrals are

convergent.Then (18) reducesto

2•i/s(/, x, •, •) + 4•••

s(/, x, •, •)

ßs(/,., x,., u,.) = Q(/, x, u)

(23)

where C must satisfy the equation

ßs(/-/•,

x - x•, u - u,, p) = Q(/, x, u)
(•0)

When Q, V•, and V, are supposedto be
known, (20) fores an integralequationfor S.

a(x-

+ 2=i{x v,(/-/,,

+ u%(/-

,(x - x•) ,(• - •)

(24)

We can reduce (23) to (16) as amendedby
(17) if we put

When we introduce

ß•(/-/,)

= •(/-/•)

x,) a(u -

+ 4r2a2K(/,k, •, /,, k2,

x - x,, u - u,, p)

+ 2ri{XV•([-

I,, x - x,, u - u,, p)}

[2, X-

X2, u-

we can rewrite (20) as follows'

This may be interpreted as a definition of the
function K from the given turbulent field.

ßA(/, X, u, •, X•, •, p)

ßS(•, X•, •, p) = q(•, x, u)
When S can be solved from this equation, the

•en

there is no mean flow and the turbulent

field is stationary and homogeneous,the following reductionis possible'

solution must be of the fore

ßB(/, X, u,/•, X•, u•, p) q(l•, x•, u•)

(21)

Here B must satisfy the equation

In a stationary, homogeneousfield the mean
distribution •(t, x, y) and its generatingfunction
q(t, x, y) are invariant to any translation X, Y
in space,or to a shift T in the time.
A translation in spaceand a shift in time are
accountedfor by multiplicationof S and Q by
the factor
-2 ri (IT+•X+•Y)

Hence (23) •elds

= ,(•-

•) ,(x - x•) ,(u-

u•)

(22)

where 3 denotesthe Dirae •pulse function.
As A is definedby the spectra V, and V• of
the turbulent field, B is likewisede•ed by this
field.

ße-"•(•'=+x'•+•'• S(/,, X,,

= e-'"("+•'+•"

q(/, x, •)

(25)
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Now the left-hand

member has the form of a

Fourier transformation from [•, X2, • into T,
X, Y. Inversion of this transformationyields

c(•, x, •, •, •,
--

•)s(•,

x•, •)

dT dX

dY e

E -- caer
t•

ße-•'i(•r+xx+"r)Q([, X,
= q(•, x•, •) •(!-

Hence

•) •(•-

x•) •(•-

•)

Hence C must here be of the form

ßa(!-

In the Kolmogoroffrangethis energytransfer
is constant. In a medium like the ocean, however, diffusionmay also take place in a range
of the spectrum where the supply of energy
from external sourcesis significant.In that case
E increaseswith a, say proportional to •r•
approximately'

i•) a(• - x•) a(•-

•)

whereas (25) reducesto

/o = co
'(a+•)/s

of the form

•(f, x, •) s(f, x, •) = Q(f, x, •)

•[•/(•-•/o),///o]

We assume that

there is no mean

flow. Then (14) reducesto

2•i• S + 4•a•K S = Q

(26)

where K -- K(f, a).
So far no specialassumptionon the nature
of the turbulent

(28)

W = er-11o= cer-"

•if + 4•d •(•, x, •)

In this way we see that (14) can also be inferred statisticallyfrom the basic equation 18.
5. Simila•ty. We sh•ll now considerin some
more detail the structureof the diffusivityspectrum in stationary,homogeneous,
and isotropic
turbulence.

= 0

By introducingthe diffusionvelocity

This is identical with (14) if we put

•(•, x, •):

(27)

If the supply of energyfrom externalsources
follows similar laws in different parts of the
spectrum, the structure of the turbulence will
also be similar. Then the diffusivity function K
may be supposedto be defined by a relation

field has been admitted.

where amulated

(fi-

(29)

1)/3, (28) can also be for-

as

(;)

2• F 2• •
Let F(t') representthe inverseFourier transfo• of F(f). Then the inverse transformation
of (26) with respectto ] yields

as+ (•w•)a
fl.• F(•w•)
at

ßS(t - o, •, •) = Q(t, •, •)

It is

(31)

well known, however,that turbulent fluid motion is generally dominatedby patterns of mo-

This equationgivesriseto the followingremark'

tion

instant to (Q - 0 for t < to), S must likewise
be zero for t < to.This is not possibleaccording to (31), u•ess

in which

there

is a correlation

between

length and time scales.This involves a correlation between f and a in the spectrum of
the turbulent

When

velocities.

no diffusate is introduced

F(t') = 0

It must be expected that a similar correla-

before the

for t' < 0

tion will be found in the diffusivity spectrum In that caseF can be interpretedas a retardation function of the diffusion,and the lower
K(L a).
limit
of the integral in (31) may be replaced
Hence, for a definite value of a, • will be
greatestaround • vMue • of [, which is a func- by zero.
The definitionof E and c may be so chosen
tion of a' fo -- fo(a).
The energy transfer from larger to smMler that F(0) becomesunity. Then
eddies per unit mass of medium will be of the
order of magnitude

f F(t')
dr'= •
likewise.

SYMPOSIUM

ON TURBULENCE

We now considermore in particular the distribution of st(t, x, y) causedby releasinga unit
quantity of diffusateat the origin at time zero.
Then

qfrom

which

Until

now we have confined ourselves to the
case. In one- and three-dimen-

two-dimensional

sional isotropic media equation 14 remains
fundamentally the same.

we deduce

1

s,(•>(x)
=f:•dy
s,(2)(x,
y) (38)

Accordinglywe deducefrom (26), when substituting from (30),

A similar

theorem can be formulated
for the
reduction from three to two dimensions.

1

S•- 2a'Wer
(•)

By applying Fourier transformation to (38)
with respectto x, and comparingthe right-hand
member with the Fourier transformation (3) for
St (2•,it is easily verified that

Let

s,("(x) = s, (a>(x,0)
1

2wif't'

2wi/"
q-F(f')e

(33)

Similarly

s, <a'(x,•,) = s, © (x, •,, o)

Then

Substitutingfrom (29), the inversetransformation with respectto (r yields

s, = (27rct)
-2/(•-•' H(r(27rcO
-•/(•-• ')

(35)

where

This is also true in anisotropicfields.
In isotropic fields the above dimensional
reduction involvesthat S• (m)(er) representsthe
samefunction for all values of m, provided that
er representsthe polar radius of the spectrum
spacein all three cases.
6. Neighbor di]lusion. On the Eulerian plan
the neighbor concentrationin one dimensionis
defined as an autocorrelation

H(r') ----

as follows:

27rer'
der'
Jo(27rer'r')G((er')
•-•) (36)

I-Ienee the form of the unit release distribution

s, appearsto be interrelatedwith the retardation function
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Let s• (m) denote the m-dimensional unit
release distribution. Then we require that the
followingreductiontheorem be valid:

•(t) $(x) $(y)

Q-

IN

F.

When the unit releasedistribution s, is known,

the solution for an arbitrary releasefunction
q(t, x, y) is found as follows:
From (32) and (26) we deducethat

n(t,
•,p)- f;•dxs(t,
x,p)s(t,
x--•,p)(39)
Let N be the Fourier transform of n, when X
is associatedwith /}. Then it follows from (39)
that

•(t, x, p) = s(t, x, p) s*(t, x, p)

= Is(t, x, p)l•

S=

(40)

Here S• is complexconjugatedto S.
As Ichiye [1950] has shown, (40) indicates
that •he neighbordistributiononly definesthe
amplitude spectrumof the ordinary local distribution, but not the phasespectrum,so that
ßq(t•, x•, y•) s,(t-- t•,x -- x•, y -- y•) (37) s cannot be uniquely definedfrom n.
When we deal with average distributions,
We m•y remark that, if we postulate(37), it
can be shownthat (14) must be valid. This is another questionarisesin the translationfrom
another way to establish this fundamental neighborto local concentration'
formula.
Let S denote the statistical average of S and

This correspondsto the involution integral

s(t,
x,y)=• • f:•at•
dx•
dy•

--

J. C. SCHONFELD
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N that of N. Let S denote the random variation
of S'

p) -

p) - q(t,
which involves
likewise.

Then it follows from (40) that

l•(t, X) = [•(t, X)I"-1- [•(t, X, P)I"

(41)

Hence we cannot translate mean neighbor into
mean local concentrationwithout evaluating the
random

fluctuations

in the local distribution.

If we supposethat the random variations
are small with respect to the mean distribution, so that we may neglect the random contribution to (41) as a second-ordereffect, we
have

/•(t, X) • [•(t, X)I"

0'-•
q-• a(f)

=0

a

=

2K

is

constant

Hence the assumptionthat the neighbordiffusivity a dependson the separation /• does
not seemcompatiblewith the postulateof stationary, homogeneous
turbulence.
7. Someparticular distributions. Unit release
distributionss, have been deducedby several
authors.We shall discussthis againstthe background of the preceding theory.
When

F([')the retardation

I

(46)

function becomes

r(t') =
which means that retardation

is absent. Then

(31) reduces to

(43)

where the neighbordiffusivity a is supposedto
dependon the neighborseparationparameter •.
The Fourier transform of (43) is

OS/Orq- 2WtrS = Q

(47)

which is essentiallythe same as (10).
After substituting (46) into (33) we obtain

G -- e-t'•(t')
wheree(t') denotesHeaviside's
unit step func-

dX•

ßA(X•) 2r(X-- X•) N(t,X--

that

(42)

Hereafter we shalluse (42), omitting oncemore
the bars denotingmean values.
Richardson[1926] postulateda neighbordiffusion equation of the form

Otq- 2rX

less K is assumed to be constant and A is
assumed to be

tion. Hence

St -- e-"•r•t•(t)

X•) = 0 (44)

where A(X) denotes the Fourier transform of
a(•).
In (43) the neighbor diffusion term is derived from the instantaneousneighbor distribution, and so we may criticize (43) as we criticized the derivation of (10).
Ignoring retardation effects in the integral
diffusionas well as in the neighbordiffusion,we

(48)

This canalsobe deducedfrom (47) [SchSn[eld,
1959].

We arrive a• •he same equation 48 for oneand •hree-dimensional

diffusion.

When a : 0, so tha• c = W = constant,
(36) can be solvedanalyfieally,as well as •he
correspondingequations for one and •hree dimensions.This yields

have in one dimension

H(r')-- 1 [1-3-(r')2]

(OS/Or)q- 4• 2K(x)S = Q

½m

and hence

from which
ON
Ot

1

q- 8•r2X"(X)N = QS* q- Q*S

(45)

can be deduced by using the relation (41).
Here Q = 0 has to be put in order to make
(45) comparableto (44).
Equations45 and 43 are not compatibleun-

st --

Wt

,,•+•e(t)
c., X/W•t• + r

(49)

wherecm-- % 2•r, or •r• for m -- 1, 2, or 3
dimensions,respectively.
When the concentration of diffusate has a

normal distribution,we can satisfy (35) and

SYMPOSIUM

ON

TURBULENCE

the correspondingequationsfor m -- 1 or 3
by postulating
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A third type of distribution is of the form

_,,,/a

8! = b-me-•r(r/b)'•(t)

(50)

3195

(m/2) !

sr-•r [m/(1
--a)]!{(1--a)•ct}

where

_

ßexp (' •/'('-")"")'(0

1 1 q-a •2•rc!

b= -•-•

2 '

(51)

+a)

)1/(1

This was derivedby Josephand Sendnet [1958]
along a line of argument leadingto an equation

so that

Si'-e

-•r

(b•)'

for all m.

When a -- 0 (Okube, cf. Pritchard and Carpenter [1960]), (34) yields

G(t') - e-•'/a'
Then we can defineF by inversionof (33), and
finally F by transformingF. The last step has
been doneby numericalintegration; the resulting retardation function is representedin Fig-

Ot-r

•

cr

A simplified derivation for a = 0 was given
by Bourret [1959].
Previously MacEwen [1950] had discussed
the casem = 2, a = 0, of which Josephand
Sendner have •ven further applications.
The case m = 2, a = • was treated by
Ozmidow [1958].
The Fourier transform of (51) with respect
to r can be deducedanalytically when a = 0:

ure 1.

As this fo•ula is not independentof m, the
distribution (51) is incompatiblewith the dimensional reduction theorem (38).
The unretarded distribution (49) and the
normal distribution (50) have been represented
in Fibre 2.
In order to investigate the retarded diffusion
in more detail, we considera retardation function of the form

F(t') -- a e-at'e(t
')

(52)

Then analytical integration is possible when
a --

0. Let

p = %/'1-- (a/d)
then

Si: [!2p
+Pe{--2/(l+p)}2•'Wo
I -- p e{_2/(l_v)
12•r
w•t
2p

Hence for m --

2'

st-- 2•rp 1q-p/ q-rs

o

Fig. 1. Retardation functions.

+

(53)
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Fig. 2. Unit release distributions.

For a -- •, we have p -- 1 and (53) reduces tion in the center is depressedbetweenthat of
to (49).
the vicinity. For a < 1 the concentrationin the
When a -- 4, we have p -- 0 and (52) can center is negative.
be reduced to

,, -

It is clear that distributions

]2

(wt)

+ r

i are

Theycanbe
(54) I < a • «(3 + %/•) unrealistic.

with the aid of a limit procedure.
When a • 4, p becomesimaginary and (53)
can be reduced •o

as for a <

physically impossible,and distributions as for
explained formally as follows:
Immediately after the release,there is a strong
divergent diffusive transport near the origin,
and very little transport at greater distances.
The retardation tends to prolong this pattern

of transport also when the cloud is further
dispersed.Hence, when the delay is great, the
tan ?
cloudmay be hollowedout at the center.
These examplesdemonstrate that there can
ßIm {(2Wt cos'7)2e
-2'• -Jrr2l-a/2•(t) (55)
be retardation to only a limited degree.
if we put p -- i tan ?. The operator Im defines
8. Empirical evidence. Turbulence in the
the imaginary part of the followingquantity.
oceans and their adjacent waters is due to a
In Figure 1 the retardation function (52)
variety of causes,and the type of turbulence
has been represented for: a = 4 [? = 0];
a = «(3-Jr-%/•)[1'= ,r/51;a = 2 [1,= ,r/4]; may therefore be different from one situation
a = 1 [? = ,r/3]. The corresponding
distribu- to another. There are situations,for instance,
in which the turbulence clearly appears nontions appear in Figure 2.
or anisotropic,or
When a decreases,the retardation becomes stationary,or inhomogeneous,
a
combination
of
these
possibilities.
Neverthemore prolonged.As illustrated by Figure 2, the
less,to someextent it seemsjustified to adopt
distribution
first becomes more uniform in the
center and steeper at the periphery when a the concept of stationary, homogeneous,and
decreases.
Whena < «(3q- %/•), theconcentra-isotropic turbulence as a basis of description
Wt
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of oceanic turbulence, treating the effects of possible to deduce the correlation exponent
nonstationarity, etc., as secondaryand capable from this experiment.
Other observations in the ocean seem to inof elimination by averaging processes.When
we considerlarger scales of time and length, dicate a value of 0 to •a for the exponent a.
for instance,we may expect that nonstationarThe value a = Y3, valid for the Kolmogoroff
ity and inhomogeneity on smaller scales are range, has been ascertained for smaller-scale
smoothedout in the average. Similarly, anisot- turbulence (say a few kilometers at most) by
ropy will be smoothed out by averaging by several authors [Ozmidow, 1958, 1959; Ichiye
different directions.
and Olson [1960]. On the other hand, a smaller
When stationary,homogeneous,
and isotropic value of a seemsmore probablefor larger scales
turbulenceobeysa law of similarity as formu- [Josephand Sendner,1958]. Pritchard and Carlated in section5, two functionsappear to be penter [1960] even claim a = 0 for rather
sufiScient
to characterizethe diffusiveproperties small scales.
A diffusionprocesson a very large scale is
of the field. The first function, approximated
by a power expression,definesthe correlation observedin the spreadingof the Mediterranean
between length and time scalesof the eddies. Sea water in the Atlantic Ocean. By plotting
The second function defines the retardation
the salinity against the area of the isohaline
of the diffusive effect.

curves,Josephand Sendnerobtaineda picture
The decay of a unit releasedistribution (35)
from which possibleanisotropyhas been elimis determinedby the powerlaw (27). The shape inated. As the distribution of the Mediterranean
of such a distribution follows from the retardaSea water is steady, broadly speaking,nonstation function. Hence both characteristic functionarities in the turbulent field may also be
tions can be deducedby recordinga unit re- supposedto have been eliminated. For lack
lease distributionboth in time and in space. of a better assumption,homogeneityis also
A release experiment partly covering these p•)stulated.
Advection
by theflowexpelled
from
requirementshas been describedby Folsom and the Strait of Gibraltar must be accounted for.
Vine [1957]. Since the cloud was only reAs Joseph and Sendner'stheory is not encorded an instant after the release,it is not tirely satisfactory, we have recomputed the
l
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Fig. 3. Diffusion of the Mediterranean Sea water in the Atlantic Ocean.
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spreading of the Mediterranean Sea water on
the basis of the theory here advanced.
When we assume,with Josephand Sendner,
and for lack of a better assumption,that the
Mediterranean Sea water is absorbedby the
surrounding waters at great distancesfrom the
origin, we obtain the following equation in the
ta plane [SchSn/eld,1959]:

-

which is in very good agreementwith the observationsif the salinity of the surroundings,
the original salinity of the Mediterranean Sea
water, and the parameter A/c are suitably
adapted (see Fig. 3).
When a = •3, the inverse transformation of
(57) requires numerical integration. We are engaged in this, but no result is available. Estimating from the function (57) we expect that
a = •3 will not fit as well as a = 0.

+

=

(56)

Here A representsthe flow of water from the
origin, s the excessof the salinity of this water
over that of the surroundingwater, and sothe
original value of this excess.
The solution of (56) is
80g.

or--1

- [(A/e)
*exp
(•+ a/[l+øtl)
)

(57)

For a better evaluationof this question,however, the possiblemixing of the Mediterranean
Sea water with the overlying Atlantic Ocean
water should also be taken into consideration;
this is possiblewith numericalintegration.
When we adopt a = 0, we can interpret the
experimentof Folsomand Vine, for instance,by
(49), (50), or (54). This has been represented
in Figure 4.
The unretarded distribution (49) seems to
fit better than the normal distribution (50).

The somewhatintermediate distribution (52)
yields a still better fit. This would indicate that

For a -- 0 this can be transformed analytically

there is some retardation

into

be assumed to explain a normal distribution
(see Fig. 1).
This conclusionis in agreementwith the interpretation of Pritchard and Carpenter [1960].
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